An Epic of Old Mali

The tradition of oral literature thrived throughout African history, particularly as practiced and transmitted by the griots. A griot (grḛ́tô̰) was a combination of a poet, historian, troubadour, and court jester. In a land without written language, the role of the griot was critical to the history and literature of the country; he committed anything of importance to memory: battles, laws, genealogies, stories. The role of the griot was so important to the society that he was often the friend and counselor of the king. One of the great works created by a griot is the Sundiata, the story of the king who founded the Empire of Mali, which dominated West Africa from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century. The epic tells of the war between Sundiata (sun’dé-tô’é té) and Soumaoro, King of Sosso, for control of Mali. The following selection depicts their great battle as well as a war of words fought by the kings on the eve of the battle. What is the griot’s role in this history?

Up till that time, Sundiata and Soumaoro had fought each other without a declaration of war. One does not wage war without saying why it is being waged. Those fighting should make a declaration of their grievances to begin with. Just as a sorcerer ought not to attack someone without taking him to task for some evil deed, so a king should not wage war without saying why he is taking up arms.

Soumaoro advanced as far as Krina, near the village of Dayala on the Niger and decided to assert his rights before joining battle. Soumaoro knew that Sundiata was also a sorcerer, so, instead of sending an embassy, he committed his words to one of his owls. The night bird came and perched on the roof of Djata’s [Sundiata’s lieutenant] tent and spoke. The son of Sogolon [Sundiata] in his turn sent his owl to Soumaoro. Here is the dialogue of the sorcerer kings:

“Stop, young man. Henceforth I am the king of Mali. If you want peace, return to where you came from,” said Soumaoro.

“I am coming back, Soumaoro, to recapture my kingdom. If you want peace you will make amends to my allies and return to Sosso where you are the king.”

“I am king of Mali by force of arms. My rights have been established by conquest.

“Then I will take Mali from you by force of arms and chase you from my kingdom.”

“Know, then, that I am the wild ram of the rocks: nothing will make me leave Mali.”

“Know, then, that I have in my camp seven master smiths who will shatter the rocks. Then, yam, I will eat you.”

“I am the poisonous mushroom that makes the fearless vomit.”

“As for me, I am the ravenous cock, the poison does not matter to me.”

“Behave yourself, little boy, or you will burn your foot, for I am the red-hot cinder.”

“But me, I am the rain that extinguishes the cinder; I am the boisterous torrent that will carry you off.”

“I am the mighty silk-cotton tree that looks from on high on the tops of other trees.”

“And I, I am the strangling creeper that climbs to the top of the forest giant.”

“Enough of this argument. You shall not have Mali.”

“Know that there is not room for two kings on the same skin, Soumaoro; you will let me have your place.”

Thus Sundiata and Soumaoro spoke together. After the war of mouths, swords had to decide the issue....

Several oxen were slaughtered and that evening Balla Fasséke, in front of the whole army, called to mind the history of old Mali. He praised Sundiata, seated amidst his lieutenants, in this manner:

“Now I address myself to you, Maghan Sundiata. I speak to you king of Mali, to whom dethroned monarchs flock. The time foretold to you by the jinn is now coming. But listen to what your ancestors did, so that you will know what you have to do.

“Bilali, the second of the name, conquered old Mali. Latal Kabali conquered the country between the Niger and the Sankanari. By going to Mecca, Lahibatoul Kabali, of illustrious memory, brought divine blessing upon Mali. Mamadi Kani made warriors out of hunters and bestowed armed strength upon Mali. His son Bamiari Tagnokelin, the vindictive king, terrorized Mali with this army, but Maghan Kon Fatta, also called Naré Maghan, to whom you owe your being, made peace prevail and happy mothers yielded Mali a populous youth.

“You are the son of Naré Baghan, but you are also the son of your mother Sogolon, the buffalo-woman, before whom powerless sorcerers
shrank in fear. You have the strength and majesty of the lion, you have
the might of the buffalo.

"I have told you what future generations will learn about your
ancestors, but what will we be able to relate to our sons so that your
memory will stay alive, what will we have to teach our sons about you?
What unprecedented exploits, what unheard of feats? by what
distinguished actions will our sons be brought to regret not having lived
in the time of Sundiata?

"Griots are men of the spoken word, and by the spoken word we
give life to the gestures of kings. But words are nothing but words;
power lies in deeds. Be a man of action; do not answer me any more
with your mouth, but tomorrow, on the plain of Krina, show me what
you would have me recount to coming generations. Tomorrow allow me
to sing the 'Song of the Vultures' over the bodies of the thousands of
Sossos whom your sword will have laid low before evening...."

The sun had risen on the other side of the river and already lit
the whole plain. Sundiata's troops deployed from the edge of the river
across the plain, but Soumaoro's army was so big that other sofas
[infantry] remaining in Krina had ascended the ramparts to see the
battle. Soumaoro was already distinguishable in the distance by his tall
headdress, and the wings of his enormous army brushed the river on
one side and the hills on the other. As at Negué-boria, Sundiata did not
deploy all his forces. The bowmen of Wagadou and the Djallonkés stood
at the rear ready to spill out on the left towards the hills as the battle
spread. Fakoli Koroma and Kamandjan were in the front line with
Sundiata and his cavalry.

With his powerful voice Sundiata cried "An gnewa [forward]." The
order was repeated from tribe to tribe and the army started off.
Soumaoro stood on the right with his cavalry.

Djata and his cavalry charged with great dash but they were
stopped by the horsemen of Diaghan and a struggle to the death began.
Tabon Wana and the archers of Wagadou stretched out their lines
towards the hills and the battle spread over the entire plain, while an
unrelenting sun climbed in the sky. The horses of Mema were extremely
agile, and they reared forward with their fore hooves raised and
swooped down on the horsemen of Diaghan, who rolled on the ground
trampled under the horses' hooves. Presently the men of Diaghan gave
ground and fell back towards the rear. The enemy center was broken.

It was then that Manding Bory galloped up to announce to
Sundiata that Soumaoro, having thrown in all his reserve, had swept
down on Fakoli and his smiths. Obviously Soumaoro was bent on
punishing his nephew. Already overwhelmed by the numbers, Fakoli's
men were beginning to give ground. The battle was not yet won.

His eyes red with anger, Sundiata pulled his cavalry over to the left
in the direction of the hills where Fakoli was valiantly enduring his
uncle's blows. But wherever the son of the buffalo passed, death
rejoiced. Sundiata's presence restored the balance momentarily, but
Soumaoro's sofas were too numerous all the same. Solgon's son looked
for Soumaoro and caught sight of him in the middle of the fray. Sundiata
struck out right and left and the Sossos scrambled out of his way. The
king of Sosso, who did not want Sundiata to get near him, retreated far
behind his men, but Sundiata followed him with his eyes. He stopped
and bent his bow. The arrow flew and grazed Soumaoro on the shoulder.
The cock's spur no more than scratched him, but the effect was
immediate and Soumaoro felt his powers leave him. His eyes met
Sundiata's. Now trembling like a man in the grip of a fever, the
vanquished Soumaoro looked up towards the sun. A great black bird
flew over above the fray and he understood. It was a bird of misfortune.

The king of Sosso let out a great cry and, turning his horse's head,
his eye to flight. The Sossos saw the king and fled in their turn. It was a
rout. Death hovered over the great plain and blood poured out of a
thousand wounds.

THINKING CRITICALLY

1. Making Comparisons Compare and contrast the verbal battle and
the military battle between Sundiata and Soumaoro.

2. Recognizing Values The night before the battle why does the griot
recite the list of ancestors and their great deeds for Sundiata?

3. Linking Past to Present Argue for or against the following
statement: The role of tradition is very important in my life.

WRITER'S PORTFOLIO

1. Extending the Lesson Does the Sundiata read like an oral history?

2. Examining Key Questions What links the world that can be seen
with the one that can't be seen in this account?